St Hilda's College
Oxford OX4 1DY

DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) compliant facilities and DWC (accessible toilets)

MAIN LODGE
Accessible entrance to College

GARDEN BUILDING
1st Year JCR accommodation
Accessible ground floor with lift to all floors
2 accessible bedrooms (en suite)

WOLFSION BUILDING
1st Year JCR accommodation
Accessible ground floor with 2 accessible bedrooms and shared DWC/shower room

JACQUELINE DU PRE MUSIC BUILDING
Accessible ground floor with DWC

STONE FAMILY GYM
(no toilets)

SOUTH BUILDING
JCR accommodation
Accessible ground floor with access to Dining Room and DWC

ANNIVERSARY BUILDING
JCR accommodation
Fully DDA Accessible building with 3 accessible bedrooms (en suite) and additional DWC's

RIVERSIDE PAVILION
Accessible ground floor with DWC

HALL BUILDING
JCR accommodation
Accessible JCR and Bar on lower ground floor with DWC

HALL BUILDING (LIBRARY)
Accessible Library on upper ground floor with lift and DWC
Additional DWC near DDA entrance
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